
2007HOP-UP INFORMATION
Foreword

This manual contains the hop-up information for RM series of European specification

and is intended to allow the standard model to achieve its maximum performance

potential.

In this manual, a number of set-up items are introduced. However, do not attempt

many of these items at the same time but try one item at a time searching for the best

possible condition.

This brochure is for use of Suzuki Distributors and Dealers only.
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For best combustion at a high compression, select an unleaded gasoline of high anti-knocking
performance.
The best-suited octane number is 100. Although gasoline of other octane may be used, select as close
octane as possible to this figure in order to achieve the best possible performance out of the engine.
For information, use of gasoline of octane number higher than 100 is not permitted in FIM regulation.
Therefore, caution must be used in this respect.
Gasoline/Oil mixture ratio remains the standard of 32:1.
Also for engine oil recommendation, there is no change from the standard. Use “MOTUL 800 2T” or
equivalent 2-cycle engine oil. For information, Suzuki factory team uses “MOTUL 800 2T” for all race
machines.

2007SUZUKIRM250Hop-up Information

Fuel Recommendation: Unleaded gasoline of 100 octane (in research method).

To be compatible with frequent clutch operation, it is recommended to use Suzuki genuine motorcycle
transmission oil (10W40SE) containing no anti-friction additive.
Other transmission oil may be used. However, in such a case, an oil without anti-friction additive is
preferred.

Transmission oil recommendation: Use Suzuki genuine motorcycle transmission oil (10W40SE)
containing no anti-friction additive.

On the model RM250, Keihin PWK38TPS carburetor is used. This carburetor allows the engine to
deliver an ample performance even with the standard setting.
By changing the setting of main jet, jet needle, slow jet and air screw in accordance with course ground
or climate condition such as altitude (atmospheric pressure) and humidity in the current race event, the
performance characteristic best suited for that race condition can be achieved.
The standard setting of RM250 carburetor for the race event is as shown in the following table. All
carburetor setting modification must be attempted on the basis of this standard.

The table below shows general carburetion variance with different weather condition and elevation.

Carburetor adjustment

General Caburation Variance

Normal Condition

Main jet #168 #172 #168, #175

Jet needle NEDH-3rd NEDH-4th NECH

Slow jet #50 #50 -

Air screw 1.0 turns out 1.0 turns out -

Sandy Condition
( Initial Setting ) Setting Parts

Mixture Setting requiredCondition Major component to change

Becomes lean To make richCold Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes rich To make leanWarm Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes lean To make richDry Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes rich To make leanHumid Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes rich To make leanHigh altitude Main jet (Jet needle clip position)
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The table below shows the method of carburetor setting in accordance with season and course conditions.

As the last setting method, the following introduces the method of setting by symptom and by environment.

2007SUZUKIRM250Hop-up Information

Carburetion setting for different season and course conditions

Carburetion setting method by symptom

Component

Condition Summer

Normal condition Sandy condition Normal condition Sandy condition

Winter

Main jet To make lean

To make lean

Initial

Initial

Initial (#172)

Initial (4th)

Initial (NEDH)

Initial (#50)

Initial

Initial

Initial

Initial

To make rich

Initial

To make rich

To make rich

Clip position

Straight part diameter

Jet
needle

Slow jet and air screw

Symptom Setting method Remarks
Mixture is lean with wide-open
throttle.

Hesitation occurs.
Metallic noise occurs.
Spark plug electrode shows white.
Picks up speed amply.

Use larger size main jet.
Increase size by #2-3 at a time gradually
while checking for color of spark plug
electrode.
Condition is OK if spark plug electrode
shows tan color.
If symptom does not recover even with
size increased by #10 or larger, check for
clogging of float valve seat hole, fuel tube
and fuel cock.

Check if ignition timing is not advanced
excessively. Check if no air is leaking
through intake insulator. Check that air
cleaner is installed correctly. Check if
crankcase primary compression is not
leaking.

Mixture is rich with wide-open
throttle.

Hits power peak too early.
Does not pick up speed.
Does not rev up quickly.
Insufficient power.
Spark plug electrode shows black.

Use main jet of smaller size. Decrease
size by #2-3 at a time gradually while
checking for color of spark plug electrode.
Condition is OK if spark plug electrode
shows tan color.

In the racing event, setting carburetion
on slightly richer side can minimize
engine trouble due to overheat.

Check for accurateness of ignition timing.
Check if air cleaner is not clogged.
Check if carburetor is not overflowing.
Check that chock knob is positioned
correctly.

Low speed is unstable with wide-
open throttle. (High speed is OK.)

Try increasing or decreasing size of slow
jet by around #2-3.
Try increasing or decreasing size of main
jet by around #5.
Measure & adjust float level (standard 16
mm).

Mixture is lean. Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Mixture is rich. Raise jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Engine hesitates and bogs down with
throttle opening of 1/4-3/4.

Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Response is dull with throttle
opening of 1/4-1/2, emits white
smoke and accelerates poorly.

Raise jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Check that size of main jet is appropriate.

Check that size of power jet is
appropriate.

Clip position is counted from top.

Lean1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

InitialSetting
(NEDH-4th)

Rich
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Symptom Setting method Remarks

Engine hesitates and bogs down with
throttle opening of 0-1/4.

Replace with jet needle of smaller diameter. Check that air screw turning back
amount is appropriate.
Check that carburetor is not
overflowing.

Symptom Setting method Remarks

High altitude area Decrease size of main jet.
Approx. by #5 for each 1,000 m of altitude.
Lower jet needle clip position by one groove.

Atmospheric temperature is high. (35°C
- 40°C)

Decrease size of main jet by #3-5.
Decrease size of power jet.

Atmospheric temperature is low. (0°C -
10°C)

Increase size of main jet by #3-5.
Increase size of power jet

Humidity is high in the rain. Decrease size of main jet by #2-3. Caution for water entry.

Slippery surface, sand or long uphill. Increase size of main jet.
Lower jet needle clip position by one groove.
Increase size of power jet.

Engine tends to overheat.
This setting makes control easier by
slightly delaying revving up.

Slippery surface in clear weather. Increase size of main jet by #2-3.
Increase size of power jet.

Engine tends to overheat.

Excessively dusty. Inspect air cleaner.
Do not replace main jet easily since there is
influence by clogged air cleaner.

Perform adjustment with air cleaner not
dirtied.

High speed course Increase size of main jet by #2-3 from
practice run.

Engine tends to overheat.

Response is poor at low end speed. Replace with slow jet of smaller size. Turn
out air screw.
If above steps do not correct condition,
attempt opposite steps.

Check that brake is not dragging.
Check that carburetor is not
overflowing.

Response is poor with throttle quickly
opened.

Check overall carburetion setting. Replace
with main jet of smaller size (by around
#5).
Raise jet needle clip position (by about one
groove).
If above steps do not correct condition,
attempt opposite steps.

Check that ignition timing is not
retarded.
Check that air cleaner is not dirtied.

Engine speed does not come down
quickly.

Turn in air screw by 1/4-1/2.
Turn in idle speed knob 3-6 clicks (one
turn).

Check for smoothness of throttle valve
movement.
Check no air is leaking through intake
insulator.
Check if idle speed knob is not opened
excessively.

Engine condition remains unchanged
even after air screw adjustment.

Replace slow jet. Check no air is leaking through intake
insulator.
Check if crankcase primary
compression is not leaking.

Response is poor in low to mid speed
range.

Raise needle jet clip position. If this does
not correct condition, attempt opposite step.

Low rpm range is unstable and pinging
noise occurs.

Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.
Replace with jet needle of smaller diameter.
Turn in air screw by 1/2.

Acceleration is poor with throttle
opening of 0-1/4 and engine emits
white smoke.

Replace with jet needle of larger diameter.

Carburetion setting method by environment
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The setting methods as introduced above are not the rule but based on general practice and therefore, it is
recommended to perform the final test riding to determine the carburetion setting best fitted to the individual rider.
For finer adjustment, the optional jet needle and needle clip are available as shown below.

In order to have air/fuel mixture flow smoothly inside the cylinder and derive the maximum power
potential from the engine throughout the revolution range, perform deburring on the exhaust,
scavenging and intake ports (RM250 only) using an abrasive material.
Especially make sure to deburr thoroughly the upper edge of the exhaust port as it greatly influences the
function of exhaust stroke.
If, as a result of deburring, the chamfer area on the exhaust or scavenging port has become uneven,
correct the chamfer using “Elastic abrasive tool.”
To prevent the port area from grinding too much, select “Elastic abrasive tool” of the type (Grain size:
220 / Hardness: Soft-touch).
To allow the engine to perform the maximum designed potential, use extreme care not to cause the
cylinder wall coating to peel off and the honed surface to get scratches when deburring.

Cylinder port deburring
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Jet needle straight-section diameter (marked: NEDH)

Jet needle clip position

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

F G NED H W J
LeanRich

RICH LEAN

NEDH

NECH (Optional jet needle)
Half-clip, LEAN

715 735
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Grind off 0.5mm on the cylinder head base

Install the additional gasket on the cylinder base (thickness; 0.5mm).

Power Curve Comparison
PS

rpm

Before
After

By advancing the exhaust timing, the higher peak power revolution can be achieved.
First, install the additional gasket on the cylinder base (thickness: 0.5 mm), there being two gaskets in total.
Next, grind off 0.5 mm on the cylinder head base using an abrasive material.
By this modification, the distance of exhaust port upper edge from the top of piston at TDC has been
shortened by 5.0mm, resulting in advanced exhaust timing.
The following performance curve is a typical example as a result of this modification, showing the
raised peak power revolution range.

Method to modify exhaust timing

2007SUZUKIRM250Hop-up Information
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Adjusting the exhaust valve spring initial preload can change the exhaust valve timing.
Turning the exhaust valve cap clockwise from the standard position (180°) will increase the preload, 
allowing the exhaust valve timing to be retarded. Turning the cap counterclockwise will decrease the 
preload, allowing the exhaust valve timing to be advanced.
The adjusting range of the exhaust valve cap is 180° each in the right and left turning directions. It is 
recommended that the adjustment be made in each 22.5° at a time. Search for the optimum exhaust 
valve timing while checking the performance feeling during driving. Generally, the feeling will become 
smoother with the timing adjusted in retarding direction and will become aggressive in advanced 
direction.

Exhaust valve timing adjustment

Running on the course with many tight corners or steep hills may generally become easier if the final 
reduction ratio is increased. On the contrary, if the course has many straights, reducing of the final 
reduction ratio will be preferred.
For reference, the following table shows the final reduction ratios and number of links of the drive chain.

The final reduction ratio adjustment varies depending on the manner of running by the rider and the 
setting of machine. Therefore, make sure to perform the practical test and determine the best setting 
appropriate for the entire course.

Modification of final reduction ratio

2007SUZUKIRM250Hop-up Information

Gear ratio ChainSetting

13    50 114 linksStandard

13    51 114 linksFor courses with many steep uphill sections or tight corners

13    49 114 linksFor high-speed race courses
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For best combustion at a high compression, select an unleaded gasoline of high anti-knocking
performance.
The best-suited octane number is 100. Although gasoline of other octane may be used, select as close
octane as possible to this figure in order to achieve the best possible performance out of the engine.
For information, use of gasoline of octane number higher than 100 is not permitted in FIM regulation.
Therefore, caution must be used in this respect.
Gasoline/Oil mixture ratio remains the standard of 32:1.
Also for engine oil recommendation, there is no change from the standard. Use “MOTUL 800 2T” or
equivalent 2-cycle engine oil. For information, Suzuki factory team uses “MOTUL 800 2T” for all race
machines.

2007SUZUKIRM125Hop-up Information

Fuel Recommendation: Unleaded gasoline of 100 octane (in research method).

On the model RM125, Mikuni TMX38S carburetor is used. This carburetor allows the engine to
deliver an ample performance even with the standard setting.
By changing the setting of main jet, jet needle, slow jet and air screw in accordance with course ground
or climate condition such as altitude (atmospheric pressure) and humidity in the current race event, the
performance characteristic best suited for that race condition can be achieved.
The standard setting of RM125 carburetor for the race event is as shown in the following table.
All carburetor setting modification must be attempted on the basis of this standard.

The table below shows general carburetion variance with different weather condition and elevation.

Carburetor adjustment

To be compatible with frequent clutch operation, it is recommended to use Suzuki genuine motorcycle
transmission oil (10W40SE) containing no anti-friction additive.
Other transmission oil may be used. However, in such a case, an oil without anti-friction additive is
preferred.

Transmission oil recommendation: Use Suzuki genuine motorcycle transmission oil (10W40SE)
containing no anti-friction additive.

Normal Condition

Main jet #370 #390 #360, #380, #390

Jet needle 6CHY17-65-3rd 6CHY17-65-4th Washer, Holder

Slow jet #42.5 #42.5 -

Air screw 1+1/2-2.0 turns out 1+1/2-2.0 turns out -

Sandy Condition
( Initial Setting ) Setting Parts

General Caburation Variance
Mixture Setting requiredCondition Major component to change

Becomes lean To make richCold Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes rich To make leanWarm Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes lean To make richDry Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes rich To make leanHumid Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes rich To make leanHigh altitude Main jet (Jet needle clip position)
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The table below shows the method of carburetor setting in accordance with season and course conditions.

As the last setting method, the following introduces the method of setting by symptom and by environment.

Carburetion setting for different season and course conditions

Component

Condition Summer

Normal condition Sandy condition Normal condition Sandy condition

Winter

Main jet To make lean

To make lean

Initial

Initial

Initial (#390)

Initial (4th)

Initial (6CHY17-65)

Initial (#42.5)

Initial

Initial

Initial

Initial

To make rich

Initial

To make rich

To make rich

Clip position

Straight part diameter

Jet
needle

Slow jet and air screw
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Carburetion setting method by symptom
Symptom Setting method Remarks

Mixture is lean with wide-open
throttle.

Hesitation occurs.
Metallic noise occurs.
Spark plug electrode shows white.
Picks up speed amply.

Use larger size main jet.
Increase size by #10 at a time gradually
while checking for color of spark plug
electrode.
Condition is OK if spark plug electrode
shows tan color.
If symptom does not recover even with
size increased by #40 or larger, check for
clogging of float valve seat hole, fuel tube
and fuel cock.

Check if ignition timing is not advanced
excessively.
Check if no air is leaking through intake
insulator.
Check that air cleaner is installed correctly.
Check if crankcase primary compression is
not leaking.

Mixture is rich with wide-open
throttle.

Hits power peak too early.
Does not pick up speed.
Does not rev up quickly.
Insufficient power.
Spark plug electrode shows black.

Use main jet of smaller size. Decrease
size by #10 at a time gradually while
checking for color of spark plug electrode.
Condition is OK if spark plug electrode
shows tan color.

In the racing event, setting carburetion
on slightly richer side can minimize
engine trouble due to overheat.

Check for accurateness of ignition timing.
Check if air cleaner is not clogged.
Check if carburetor is not overflowing.
Check that chock knob is positioned
correctly.

Low speed is unstable with wide-
open throttle. (High speed is OK.)

Raise float level by 2 mm.
Try increasing or decreasing size of slow
jet by around #10.
Try increasing or decreasing size of main
jet by around #20.
Measure & adjust float level (standard 16
mm)

Mixture is lean. Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Mixture is rich. Raise jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Engine hesitates and bogs down
with throttle opening of 1/8-3/4.

Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Response is dull with throttle
opening of 1/8-1/2, emits white
smoke and accelerates poorly.

Raise jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Check that size of main jet is appropriate.
Check if carburetor is not overflowing.

Clip position is counted from top.

Lean1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

InitialSetting
(6CHY17-64-4th)

Rich
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Symptom Setting method Remarks
Engine hesitates and bogs down with
throttle opening of 1/16-1/4.

Replace with jet needle of smaller diameter. Check that air screw turning back
amount is appropriate.
Check that carburetor is not
overflowing.

Response is poor at low end speed. Replace with slow jet of smaller size. Turn
out air screw.
If above steps do not correct condition,
attempt opposite steps.

Check that brake is not dragging. Check
that carburetor is not overflowing.

Response is poor with throttle quickly
opened.

Check overall carburetion setting. Replace
with main jet of smaller size (by around
#20).
Raise jet needle clip position (by about one
groove).
If above steps do not correct condition,
attempt opposite steps.

Check that ignition timing is not
retarded.
Check that air cleaner is not dirtied.

Engine speed does not come down
quickly.

Turn in air screw by 1/4-1/2. Turn throttle
stop screw counterclockwise.

Check for smoothness of throttle valve
movement.
Check no air is leaking through intake
insulator. Check if throttle stop screw is
turned in excessively.

Engine condition remains unchanged
even after air screw adjustment.

Replace slow jet. Check no air is leaking through intake
insulator.
Check if crankcase primary
compression is not leaking.

Response is poor in low to mid speed
range.

Raise needle jet clip position.
If this does not correct condition, attempt
opposite step.

Low rpm range is unstable and pinging
noise occurs.

Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.
Replace with jet needle of smaller diameter.
Turn in air screw by 1/2.

Acceleration is poor with throttle
opening of 1/16-1/4 and engine emits
white smoke.

Replace with jet needle of larger diameter.

Symptom Setting method Remarks
High altitude area Decrease size of main jet.

Approx. by #20 for each 1,000 m of altitude.
Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Atmospheric temperature is high. (35°C
- 40°C)

Decrease size of main jet by #10-20.

Atmospheric temperature is low. (0°C -
10°C)

Increase size of main jet by #10-20.

Humidity is high in the rain. Decrease size of main jet by #10. Caution for water entry.

Slippery surface, sand or long uphill. Increase size of main jet.
Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Engine tends to overheat.
This setting makes control easier by
slightly delaying revving up.

Slippery surface in clear weather. Increase size of main jet by #10. Engine tends to overheat.

Excessively dusty. Inspect air cleaner.
Do not replace main jet easily since there is
influence by clogged air cleaner.

Perform adjustment with air cleaner not
dirtied.

High speed course Increase size of main jet by #10 from
practice run.

Engine tends to overheat.

Carburetion setting method by environment
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The setting methods as introduced above are not the rule but based on general practice and therefore, it is
recommended to perform the final test riding to determine the carburetion setting best fitted to the individual rider.
For finer adjustment, the optional jet needle and needle clip are available as shown below.
A half clip position can be selected for richer setting by fitting under the clip the washer which comes
supplied with the kit parts.

Jet needle straight-section diameter (marked: 6CHY17-65)

Jet needle clip position

63 64 656CHY17
Rich

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

RICH LEAN
6CHY

6CHY

17

16

In order to have air/fuel mixture flow smoothly inside the cylinder and derive the maximum power
potential from the engine throughout the revolution range, perform deburring on the exhaust and
scavenging ports using an abrasive material.
Especially make sure to deburr thoroughly the upper edge of the exhaust port as it greatly influences the
function of exhaust stroke.
If, as a result of deburring, the chamfer area on the exhaust or scavenging port has become uneven,
correct the chamfer using “Elastic abrasive tool.”
To prevent the port area from grinding too much, select “Elastic abrasive tool” of the type (Grain size:
220 / Hardness: Soft-touch).
To allow the engine to perform the maximum designed potential, use extreme care not to cause the
cylinder wall coating to peel off and the honed surface to get scratches when deburring.

Cylinder port deburring
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Advancing Retarding

1.0degree 1.0mm

Front

The ignition timing can be changed by adjusting the stator position.
To retard the ignition timing, move the reference mark on the stator to the right relative to that on the crankcase.
With this modification, the engine revving in high speed range is improved while the response in mid
speed range will be lost slightly. In this ignition setting, probably a leaner carburetion setting will be fitting.
To advance the ignition timing, move te reference mark on the stator to the left. In this case, the
response in the mid speed range is improved but revving in the high speed range will be slightly lost.
In this ignition setting, probably a richer carburation setting will be fitting.
The adjusting range is 2 degrees (2mm) on both the right and left sides. For reference, the adjusting
angle of 1 degree corresponds to 1 mm of distance at the reference mark.
The above modification is provided only as a guide. Therfore, make sure to search out and determine
the ignition timing best fitted for the individual rider.

Ignition timing modification

Running on the course with many tight corners or steep hills may generally become easier if the final
reduction ratio is increased. On the contrary, if the course has many straights, reducing the final
reduction ratio will be preferred.
For reference, the following table shows the final reduction ratios and number of links of thte drive
chain.

Modification of final reduction ratio

2007SUZUKIRM125Hop-up Information

Gear ratio ChainSetting

12 51 114 linksStandard

12 52 116 linksFor courses with many steep uphill sections or tight corners

12 50 114 linksFor high-speed race courses

The final reduction ratio adjustment varies depending on the manner of running by the rider and the
setting of machine. Therefore, make sure to perform the practical test and determine the best setting
appropriate for the entire course.
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For best combustion at a high compression, select an unleaded gasoline of high anti-knocking
performance.
The best-suited octane number is 100. Although gasoline of other octane may be used, select as close
octane as possible to this figure in order to achieve the best possible performance out of the engine.
For information, use of gasoline of octane number higher than 100 is not permitted in FIM regulation.
Therefore, caution must be used in this respect.
Gasoline/Oil mixture ratio remains the standard of 32:1.
Also for engine oil recommendation, there is no change from the standard. Use “MOTUL 800 2T” or
equivalent 2-cycle engine oil. For information, Suzuki factory team uses “MOTUL 800 2T” for all race
machines.

2007SUZUKIRM85/85LHop-up Information

Fuel Recommendation: Unleaded gasoline of 100 octane (in research method).

To be compatible with frequent clutch operation, it is recommended to use Suzuki genuine motorcycle
transmission oil (10W40SE) containing no anti-friction additive.
Other transmission oil may be used. However, in such a case, an oil without anti-friction additive is
preferred.

Transmission oil recommendation: Use Suzuki genuine motorcycle transmission oil (10W40SE)
containing no anti-friction additive.

On the model RM85, Keihin PE28 carburetor is used. This carburetor allows the engine to deliver an
ample performance even with the standard setting.
By changing the setting of main jet, jet needle, slow jet and air screw in accordance with course ground
or weather condition such as altitude (atmospheric pressure) and humidity in the current race event, the
performance characteristic best suited for that race condition can be achieved.
The standard setting of RM85 carburetor for the race event is as shown in the following table. All
carburetor setting modification must be attempted on this standard basis.

Carburetor adjustment

Main jet #128 #138

Jet needle 24NAAH-3rd 24NAAH-4th

Slow jet #50 #52

Air screw 2.0 turns out

The table below shows general carburetion variance with different weather condition and elevation.

General Carburetion Variance
Mixture Setting requiredCondition Major component to change

Becomes lean To make richCold Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes rich To make leanWarm Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes lean To make richDry Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes rich To make leanHumid Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

Becomes rich To make leanHigh altitude Main jet (Jet needle clip position)

1.0 turns out

Sandy ConditionNormal Condition
( Initial Setting )
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The table below shows the method of carburetor setting in accordance with season and course conditions.

As the last setting method, the following introduces the method of setting by symptom and by environment.

2007SUZUKIRM85/85LHop-up Information

Carburetion setting for different season and course conditions

Component

Condition Summer

Normal condition Sandy condition Normal condition Sandy condition

Winter

Main jet Initial (#128)

Initial (3rd)

Initial (24NAAH)

Initial (#50)

To make rich

To make rich

Initial

Initial

To make rich

To make rich

Initial

Initial

To make rich

To make rich

Initial

To make rich

Clip position

Straight part diameter

Jet
needle

Slow jet and air screw

Carburetion setting method by symptom
Symptom Setting method Remarks

Mixture is lean with wide-open
throttle.

Hesitation occurs.
Metallic noise occurs.
Spark plug electrode shows white.
Picks up speed amply.

Use larger size main jet.
Increase size by #2-3 at a time gradually
while checking for color of spark plug
electrode.
Condition is OK if spark plug electrode
shows tan color.
If symptom does not recover even with
size increased by #10 or larger, check for
clogging of float valve seat hole, fuel tube
and fuel cock.

Check if ignition timing is not advanced
excessively.
Check if no air is leaking through intake
insulator.
Check that air cleaner is installed correctly.
Check if crankcase primary compression is
not leaking.

Mixture is rich with wide-open
throttle.

Hits power peak too early.
Does not pick up speed.
Does not rev up quickly.
Insufficient power.
Spark plug electrode shows black.

Use main jet of smaller size. Decrease size
by #2-3 at a time gradually while
checking for color of spark plug electrode.
Condition is OK if spark plug electrode
shows tan color.

In the racing event, setting carburetion
on slightly richer side can minimize
engine trouble due to overheat.

Check for accurateness of ignition timing.
Check if air cleaner is not clogged.
Check if carburetor is not overflowing.
Check that chock knob is positioned
correctly.

Low speed is unstable with wide-
open throttle. (High speed is OK.)

Raise float level by 2 mm.
Try increasing or decreasing size of slow
jet by around #2-3.
Try increasing or decreasing size of main
jet by around #5.
Measure & adjust float level (standard 16
mm)

Mixture is lean. Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Mixture is rich. Raise jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Engine hesitates and bogs down with
throttle opening of 1/8-3/4.

Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Response is dull with throttle
opening of 1/8-1/2, emits white
smoke and accelerates poorly.

Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Check that size of main jet is appropriate.
Check if carburetor is not overflowing.

Clip position is counted from top.

Lean1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Standard

Rich
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Symptom Setting method Remarks

Engine hesitates and bogs down with
throttle opening of 1/16-1/4.

Replace with jet needle of smaller diameter. Check that air screw turning back
amount is appropriate.
Check that carburetor is not
overflowing.

Response is poor at low end speed. Replace with slow jet of smaller size. Turn
out air screw.
If above steps do not correct condition,
attempt opposite steps.

Check that brake is not dragging.
Check that carburetor is not
overflowing.

Response is poor with throttle quickly
opened.

Check overall carburetion setting. Replace
with main jet of smaller size (by around #5).
Raise jet needle clip position (by about one
groove).
If above steps do not correct condition,
attempt opposite steps.

Check that ignition timing is not
retarded.
Check that air cleaner is not dirtied.

Engine speed does not come down
quickly.

Turn in air screw by 1/4-1/2.
Turn throttle stop screw counterclockwise.

Check for smoothness of throttle valve
movement.
Check no air is leaking through intake
insulator.
Check if throttle stop screw is turned in
excessively.

Engine condition remains unchanged
even after air screw adjustment.

Replace slow jet. Check no air is leaking through intake
insulator.
Check if crankcase primary
compression is not leaking.

Response is poor in low to mid speed
range.

Raise needle jet clip position.
If this does not correct condition, attempt
opposite step.

Low rpm range is unstable and pinging
noise occurs.

Lower jet needle clip position by one groove.
Replace with jet needle of smaller diameter.
Turn in air screw by 1/2.

Acceleration is poor with throttle
opening of 1/16-1/4 and engine emits
white smoke.

Replace with jet needle of larger diameter.

Symptom Setting method Remarks
High altitude area Decrease size of main jet.

Approx. by #5 for each 1,000 m of altitude.
Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Atmospheric temperature is high. (35°C
- 40°C)

Decrease size of main jet by #3-5.
Decrease size of power jet.

Atmospheric temperature is low. (0°C -
10°C)

Increase size of main jet by #3-5.

Humidity is high in the rain. Decrease size of main jet by #2-3. Caution for water entry.

Slippery surface, sand or long uphill. Increase size of main jet.
Lower jet needle clip position by one
groove.

Engine tends to overheat.
This setting makes control easier by
slightly delaying revving up.

Slippery surface in clear weather. Increase size of main jet by #2-3. Engine tends to overheat.

Excessively dusty. Inspect air cleaner.
Do not replace main jet easily since there is
influence by clogged air cleaner.

Perform adjustment with air cleaner not
dirtied.

High speed course Increase size of main jet by #2-3 from
practice run.

Engine tends to overheat.

Carburetion setting method by environment
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The setting methods as introduced above are not the rule but based on general practice and therefore, it is
recommended to perform the final test riding to determine the carburetion setting best fitted to the individual rider.
For finer adjustment, the optional jet needle and needle clip are available as shown below.

Jet needle straight-section diameter (marked: 24NAAH)

Jet needle clip position

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

F G 24NAA H J L

LeanRich

RICH LEAN

24NAA

24NAA

H

H (Optional)
Half-clip, LEAN

In order to have air/fuel mixture flow smoothly inside the cylinder and derive the maximum power
potential from the engine throughout the revolution range, perform deburring on the exhaust and
scavenging ports using an abrasive material.
Especially make sure to deburr thoroughly the upper edge of the exhaust port as it greatly influences the
function of exhaust stroke.
If, as a result of deburring, the chamfer area on the exhaust or scavenging port has become uneven,
correct the chamfer using “Elastic abrasive tool.”
To prevent the port area from grinding too much, select “Elastic abrasive tool” of the type (Grain size:
220 / Hardness: Soft-touch).
To allow the engine to perform the maximum designed potential, use extreme care not to cause the
cylinder wall coating to peel off and the honed surface to get scratches when deburring.

Cylinder port deburring
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By advancing the exhaust timing, the higher peak power revolution can be achieved.
First, install the additional gasket on the cylinder base (thickness: 0.5 mm), there being two gaskets in total.
Next, grind off 0.5 mm on the cylinder head base using an abrasive material.
By this modification, the distance of exhaust port upper edge from the top of piston at TDC has been
changed from 25.0 mm to 24.5 mm, resulting in advanced exhaust timing.

Method 1

The exhaust timing can be changed also by the following method.
Change the thickness of cylinder base gasket from 0.5 mm to 0.8 mm.
(Part number of 0.8 T cylinder base gasket: 11241-03B01-080)
Grinding of cylinder head base is not necessary.
With this modification, the distance from the exhaust port upper edge to the position top face when
located at TDC will be changed from 25.0 mm to 24.7 mm, resulting in advanced exhaust timing.
The following performance curve is a typical example with this modification incorporated, showing a
raised peak power revolution range.

Method 2

Cylinder head

Grind off 0.5mm on the cylinder head base.

Power Curve Comparison
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Method to modify exhaust timing


